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CaseXport™
Take control with a powerful archive and submission tool.
CaseXport is a searchable, standalone archive tool that is easy to use both as a site
archive, and for incorporating data into an eSubmission.
CaseXport provides real-time access to clinical data, enabling review of site status
and patient data at any time.
CaseXport is trusted by worldwide regulatory authorities in the US, Europe and Japan.
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8.2

Genuinely Innovative. Truly Integrated.
eCaseLink 8.2

™

Collect data accurately and more efficiently.
DSG’s award-winning eCaseLink software is the most advanced EDC solution
in the industry. eCaseLink helps you to achieve your real-world goals by consistently
delivering high site acceptance, rapid and efficient workflow, fast screen creation
and clean data.
eCaseLink provides rapid start up, rapid database lock, and more rapid
FDA submissions, resulting in high ROI.

eClinDirect™ CTMS

our clinical trial goal is the same as ours: to bring drugs and devices to market faster, with measurable ROI.
We work with you to achieve your goal, just as we have for some of the world’s top pharmaceutical
and device companies, for more than two decades.
We know that you need rapid startup with easy to use study build tools, you need to know what‘s happening
at every stage of your clinical trials, you must effectively manage drug/device supply, you need an efficient
way to manage safety and achieve a faster database lock – all resulting in peace of mind, a safer study, faster
submission and maximum return on investment.
DSG‘s innovative eCaseLink 8.2 and industry leading data management services will help you to reach your goal.
eCaseLink 8.2 is a truly integrated eClinical solution that seamlessly combines CTMS, EDC, IWRS and Safety
into a single system, cutting costs and giving you control over your entire study. Unlike other systems that
attempt to force completely unrelated systems to work together, eCaseLink was developed from the ground
up as a truly integrated system whose parts work effectively as a whole. eCaseLink helps you to see everything
that’s happening with your study in real time, at all times. This unmatched level of control helps you to make
mid-study changes, contain costs, improve safety and increase ROI.

DSG’s clinical study build technology makes initial EDC startup easy and fast.
DSG knows the initial investment and challenges involved in
building your eCRF system to your exact specifications.
With DSG Designer™ we have developed a fast, easy-to-use
and cost effective solution for studies hosted by DSG or through
our technology and knowledge transfer option.
DSG Designer’s intuitive step-by-step flexible approach to clinical
study builds ensures you are one step ahead of the competition,
creating studies that are attuned to your business needs and
generate measurable ROI. DSG’s support will guide you
and your team through the build phase as your trusted partner.

The

8.2

advantage

 Control Your Entire Study

Know the status of your study, at all times.

  Cuts Trial Costs

eClinDirect, DSG’s web-based Clinical Trial Management System (CTMS),
is a project management application that helps you to capture and share
a wide variety of clinical trial project status information across multiple studies.
eClinDirect gives you unparalleled control over your study.

 Streamlines Workflow

Advanced reporting functionality provides easy access to metrics, workflow events,
action items, documents collected and protocol deviations. Providing a detailed
view of your entire study in real time, at all times.

 Rapid Database Lock

eCaseLink IWRS (Interactive Web Response System)

 Reduces Risk
 Fast Startup

 Maximizes ROI
 Award-Winning EDC
		 Software

Gain control of your supply management.

 Multi-Language Studies

DSG’s award winning IWRS is a seamlessly integrated component of eCaseLink
that helps you to easily manage randomization, subject enrollment and drug supply
management in any clinical trial.

 User-Focused Interface

eCaseLink’s IWRS functionality completely manages supply chain from shipment
to re-supply to ensuring proper kit numbers and the monitoring of defective supply.

  Easiest EDC System To Use
 Standard, Custom
		
& Ad-Hoc Reports
  CDISC Standards

eCaseLink’s IWRS increases efficiency and productivity with lower error rates,
and eliminates the need for costly and inefficient IVR systems. eCaseLink’s IWRS
delivers savings of over $100,000 per study, on average.

Best-in-class Data Management Services
Optimize your clinical data management process with DSG’s
Data Management Division.
Years of experience help us anticipate your challenges and needs so that instead of reacting to
data issues, we can design and deliver strategic and
proactive data management services and support.
We do not wait for problems to occur: we prevent
them from happening in the first place. By planning
strategically up front, we can minimize problems
and challenges further down the line.

eCaseLink’s proprietary technology
validates information field-by-field,
including complex cross-visit edits,
instantly. These immediate field
validations decrease the number
of times the user must submit a form
and reduce the amount of queries that
are generated. The result is clean data
and a rapid workflow.
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